Estimation of local site effects in the Upper Valais (Switzerland)
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ABSTRACT

The Valais is the area of greatest seismic hazard in Switzerland and has experienced a magnitude 6 or larger event every 100 years. Due to river regulations and engineering progress in the last two centuries, seismically unfavorable sites have become attractive for expanded settlement and industries. We present a result of extensive ambient noise measurement campaigns performed recently in the Visp - Matter valley area. The aim of these measurements is the development of the detailed 3D velocity model of the area for the realistic strong ground motion synthesis. However, as the extent of the dataset allows for systematic comparisons of the methods, the results can have a general impact. Particularly, the array measurements were processed by means of three-component high-resolution f-k method estimating both Love and Rayleigh dispersion curves. The ellipticity of Rayleigh waves was estimated by both new array-based and wavelet-based techniques for all array measurements. Locally 1D velocity profiles were obtained by joint inversions of the dispersion curves and the Rayleigh wave ellipticities. Finally, a temporary seismic network was deployed in the area to record weak ground motion due to local and regional earthquakes. Site-to-reference spectral ratios were calculated for the recorded events and compared with H/V curves obtained from ambient noise.

INTRODUCTION

The region of Canton Valais has the highest seismic hazard in Switzerland, experiencing a magnitude 6 or larger earthquake roughly every 100 years (1524, 1584, 1685, 1755, 1855, 1946). Due to river regulations and engineering progress in the last two centuries, seismically unfavorable sites have become attractive for expanded settlement and industries (Fig. 1), so the seismic risk increased considerably. In particular, the area near Visp holds special interest, as damaging earthquakes occur on average every 40 years (Intensity VI-VIII) with the most recent in 1960 reaching a macroseismic intensity of VII (Fäh et al., 2011). The Visp event of 1855 (Mw~6.2) was the largest in Switzerland during the last 300 years. All such events were associated with significant damage resulting from strong ground motion and different kinds of secondary phenomena, including liquefaction in the Rhone plain (Fritsche et al., 2006). As there are no available instrumental observations of these phenomena for the region, numerical modeling is the best method to improve predictions for future events. Thus, the main goal is to develop a detailed 3D velocity model of the area for realistic strong ground motion simulation. In this paper, we present a result of extensive ambient noise measurement campaign, the analysis of weak motion recordings obtained by local seismic network, and the development of the 3D velocity model.

INSTALLATION OF SEMI-PERMANENT SEISMIC ARRAY AND DATA ANALYSIS

Temporary seismic network was deployed in the Visp area during both winters 07/08 and 08/09. The aim of this temporary network was mainly to record weak ground motion due to local and regional earthquakes. The weak motion recordings are especially useful for an estimation of the relative site effects. Particularly, site-to-reference spectral ratios are useful for linear site response estimation (Borcherdt, 1970). Moreover, such semi-permanent array could serve generally as a source of information on 2D/3D seismic wave propagation effects in the area – detection of the refracted surface waves from the basin edges, estimation of the depth of the bedrock from converted phases, direct estimation of Green’s functions between the stations using noise correlation techniques.
Fig. 1. Location of Visp within the Rhone valley (relief map at top), and the development of the Visp area in last 150 years.

Fig. 2. Overview of measurements performed in the Visp area. Ambient noise array measurements are shown as green dots, single-station measurements as blue crosses, temporary stations as yellow triangles. Red square indicates the location of only deeper borehole (~110 m) in the area. Red arrow points at the location of planned borehole site (five boreholes 15-150 m), which will be instrumented by several seismic, deformation and pore-pressure sensors.
Eight temporary seismic stations were installed in Visp from November 2007 to Mai 2008 (VISP1-8, see Fig. 2). All stations consisted of Quanterra Q330 digitizer and LE3D-5s short period (SP) sensor. Four of the stations were additionally equipped with a broadband (BB) STS-2 sensor. The aim of the collocation of the BB and SP sensors was to extend the frequency band of the recordings for the future application of the noise correlation technique. Stations were setup to record continuous data with a sampling rate of 200 Hz. Further, seven temporary seismic stations were installed in Visp from November 2008 to April 2009 (VISP1-2, VISP5-9, see Fig. 2). Station VISP3 was replaced by station VISP9, since it was not possible to install VISP3 again during winter 08/09. VISP4 was located within the industrial facility of the Lonza factory. As it was an extremely noisy site, it was not setup up again during winter 08/09. Stations VISP1, VISP2, VISP4, VISP5 were located on the Rhone plain, where the strong site effects are expected due to sedimentary basin (Fritsche et al., 2006). VISP6, VISP7, VISP8 were located close to the possible basin edge. Finally VISP3 and VISP9 were located on the rock outcrop and should serve as reference stations. Further information can be found in Burjanek et al. (2010a).

Method

Regional seismic events were identified on the recordings with the help of the Swiss earthquake catalog. Site-to-reference spectral ratios were calculated following Borchertd (1970), under the assumption that the sources of the events are far from the array (especially compared to reference-to-site distances) and omitting source radiation, directivity and path effects. A window containing the intense S-wave part of the seismograms was selected manually for each recording and the Fourier transform was performed. The amplitude spectra were smoothed using the window proposed by Konno and Ohmachi (1998) with a bandwidth of 40 samples (b=40). Finally, the total spectral amplitude in the horizontal direction was computed and divided by the Fourier amplitude of the reference station.

Results

Three significant events were identified in the recordings from winter 07/08 and nine events in the recordings from winter 08/09. The seismograms are very noisy. The main source of the noise was located in the Lonza factory, probably close to the station VISP4. The frequency content of this industrial noise is localized around 2.5 Hz, 4 – 5 Hz and 9 – 10 Hz. Some of the stations placed in the
transformer houses are affected by noise at frequencies close to 50 Hz (e.g., VISP7). Resulting site-to-reference spectral ratios (SRSR) are plotted in Fig. 3. An average H/V curve retrieved from ambient noise by classical method is also plotted for each site.

Station VISP9 was selected as the main reference station. VISP9 was not operating during winter 07/08, VISP3 was the reference for that time period. VISP7 was selected for an estimation of the average VISP3/VISP9 ratio since it provided most stable results with well-defined mean among the stations operating during both winters. Spectral ratios from winter 07/08 were afterwards corrected for the average VISP3/VISP9 ratio to get the ratios with respect to VISP9. Note that VISP3 has a slightly different response from VISP9. Although the signal-to-noise ratio is low, the SRSR are quite stable below 5 Hz for all sites. The peak at 2.5 Hz, which is present on almost all sites, has the origin in the industrial noise, so the SRSRs do not represent the relative amplification close to this frequency. As the signal-to-noise ratio was systematically very low for the station VISP4, SRR for frequencies higher than 2 Hz cannot be considered at all for this station. Average SRSRs are in good agreement with H/V curves below the fundamental frequencies of the sites. H/V ratios do not agree with spectral ratios at VISP3 and VISP7 for frequencies between 1 to 5Hz. This can be partially explained by industrial noise peaks (at 2.5, 4.5, 9 Hz) and radiation from the basin (1 Hz). Both of these effects should be suppressed in the site-to-reference spectral ratios.

**AMBIENT NOISE MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN**

An extensive ambient noise measurement campaign was performed in the area (13 small-aperture arrays, almost 150 single-station measurements; see Fig. 2). The aim of the array measurements was to constrain the average shear-wave velocity of the main geological layers, identify the key interfaces, and map the lateral velocity variations. Single-station measurements were used to map changes in the interface depth between the layers. Array measurements were processed by means of a three-component, high-resolution f-k method estimating both Love and Rayleigh dispersion curves (Fäh et al., 2008). The ellipticity of Rayleigh waves was estimated for all array measurements by both new array-based (Poggi and Fäh, 2009) and wavelet-based techniques (Fäh et al., 2009). Locally 1D velocity profiles were finally obtained by joint inversion of the dispersion curves and Rayleigh wave ellipticities.

Let us briefly describe the new methods of the Rayleigh wave ellipticity estimation. The array method (f-k method) is based on the assumption that a peak in the f-k cross-spectrum obtained from horizontal (radial-polarized) and vertical components of motion must be representative of the signal power of a particular Rayleigh wave mode. Thus the relative frequency-dependent surface displacement ratio can be calculated for each mode separately, once the mode-correspondent dispersion curve is identified on the f-k plane.

In the wavelet-based method of the ellipticity estimation, the time-frequency representations of the vertical and both horizontal components are computed using continuous wavelet transform (CWT). In contrast to Love waves, Rayleigh waves will have an energy maximum on the vertical component. Therefore, to extract mostly Rayleigh waves, the absolute value of the CWT for the vertical component is scanned for all maxima. For each maximum identified on the time axis, the value of horizontal component wavelet coefficient is picked with a delay of one quarter of period. That is the theoretical delay between vertical and horizontal components for a Rayleigh wave. It can be positive (prograde particle motion) or negative (retrograde particle motion). The ratio between horizontal and vertical values is saved for each maximum found on the vertical component. Ratios are analyzed statistically, and the whole process is repeated for all frequencies, so the ellipticity of fundamental Rayleigh wave is estimated.

**Array measurements**

Complete results of the measurement survey can be found in Burjanek et al. (2010b). Here we present the result for the Brigerbad array, which was located close to a deep borehole west of Visp (Fig. 2). Recordings were processed by two different codes (GEOPSY – Wathelet et al., 2008; and three-component f-k method – Poggi and Fäh, 2009). All picked dispersion curves for both Love and Rayleigh waves are plotted in Fig. 4a. Note the remarkable agreement between two codes for the vertical component. It was possible to follow the dispersion curve of fundamental mode of both Rayleigh and Love wave down to 1.5 Hz. It was also possible to pick higher modes, particularly the first higher mode of Rayleigh wave. A complex behavior of the points picked in f-k plane for the horizontal components requires a careful interpretation. The dispersion curve picked for the radial component is interpreted in following way: below 3 Hz picked points follow the Love fundamental mode, between 3 and 5 Hz follow the Rayleigh fundamental mode, between 5 and 15 Hz follow the Rayleigh first higher mode, and for higher frequencies oscillate again between the Rayleigh and Love fundamental modes, respectively. A ghost of Rayleigh first higher mode can be observed on the transversal component. Rayleigh wave ellipticity was estimated for each array by both f-k and wavelet-based methods. All ellipticity curves are depicted in Fig. 4b. Ellipticity curves are in good agreement across the array in the frequency range of 1-20 Hz. The peak at 2.5 Hz is artificial and probably related to some continuously operating machine in the Lonza factory.
Fig. 4. Picked dispersion curves for Brigerbad array (a): fundamental mode of Rayleigh waves picked for vertical component (red, green), fundamental mode of Love waves (magenta) picked for transversal component, higher mode of Rayleigh waves picked for radial component (blue) and ghost of Rayleigh higher mode picked for transversal component (cyan). Rayleigh wave ellipticity curves for Brigerbad array(b): obtained by wavelet method - TFA (thin solid curves, black bold curve is a mean curve) and f-k method (bold red curve).

Fig. 5. Result of the joint inversion. An ensemble of dispersion curves of the fundamental mode of Love waves (a), fundamental (b) and first higher (c) mode of Rayleigh waves, and ellipticities of fundamental mode of Rayleigh waves (bold curve – the chunk used in the inversion, dotted curve – f-k ellipticity curve, dashed curve – mean wavelet based ellipticity curve). Observed curves used in the inversion are in black, the color distinguishes the misfit value. An ensemble of inverted velocity profiles for longitudinal waves (e) and shear waves (f). First 10 m are enlarged in the inset.
The inversion of 1D velocity profiles was performed using the Diverver software that implements the modified Neighborhood Algorithm (Wathelet, 2008). Model was parametrized by 20 layers of fixed thickness and density of 2100 kg/m³ was used for the final inversion. It was possible to perform joint inversion of the dispersion curves (fundamental modes of both Love and Rayleigh waves and first higher mode of Rayleigh waves) and ellipticity (fundamental Rayleigh) with a reasonable result (Fig. 5). Retrieved shear wave velocity profiles are reliable down to 60 m. Shear wave velocities reach 150 m/s in the uppermost layers. A first strong stronger velocity contrast is present at 6 m depth (shear wave velocity increases by factor of two). Another strong velocity contrast is present at the depth of 40 - 50 m (shear wave velocity increases by factor of three). The resulting profiles were compared with the borehole log (Buser, personal communication). The shallow (6 m) interface is too deep to be linked with the water table. It delimits probably different layers of unconsolidated sands and silts. The configuration of alternating silty, sandy and gravelly layers can be found in most places in the river plain of the Rhone in the Visp area. The second velocity contrast agrees well with the transition from sands and gravels to compacted moraine. The bedrock which is present at 100 m depth according to borehole is not resolved by the array measurement at all.

Summarizing the results for the other arrays (not presented here, see Burjanek et al., 2010b), shear wave velocities reach 150-200 m/s in the shallowest layers (<20 m). These layers are variable in thickness and velocity throughout the city, and we measured the variability in composition of these surface sediments. Bellow these low-velocity layers the shear wave velocity increases gradually to 300-500 m/s reaching the strong interface at the depth of 40-60 m (shear wave velocity increases here up to factor of three). This interface was identified by all arrays in the area, and linked to the transition from sands and gravels to compacted moraine. The resolution of the shear wave velocities is limited bellow this interface.

![Fig. 6. Comparison between Rayleigh wave ellipticity curves obtained by TFA (thin solid curves – single stations of the array, black bold curve - mean curve across array) and f-k method (bold red curve) for four different arrays in Visp area. A peak at 2.5 Hz has an industrial origin.](image-url)
Finally, we present a comparison between Rayleigh wave ellipticity curve obtained by the new wavelet-based (TFA) and f-k methods (Fig. 6). Ellipticity obtained by the f-k method is always bellow ellipticity obtained by the wavelet-based method close to the fundamental frequency. The discrepancy is strong for some of the arrays (Fig. 6, top row). The ellipticity estimated by the f-k should not be (in theory) influenced by the body waves or Love waves, and thus should be preferable. Nevertheless, joint inversions of the dispersion and ellipticity curves always preferred the curves retrieved by the wavelet-based method. An explanation might be the contamination of the radial component by the transversal component in the f-k analysis. This explanation is plausible in case of the Brigerbad array (Fig. 4), where the dispersion curve picked for the radial component jumps to Love dispersion curve (below 3 Hz), and the ellipticity obtained by the f-k method does not follow bellow 3 Hz the curve obtained by the wavelet method.

**Single station measurements**

All single-station measurements were processed by different H/V methods (Stamm et al., 2009), and the fundamental frequency was identified for each site. The fundamental frequency was used for the inversion of the bedrock depth in the next section.

**DEVELOPMENT OF A 3D MODEL**

First, we test the reliability of the retrieved shear wave velocity profiles by comparing the observed site-to-reference spectral ratios (SRSR) with the synthetic S-wave transfer functions. Two of the temporary stations (VISP1, VISP2) were located close to the array measurements (Fig. 2). The result of the comparison is presented in Fig. 7. The array measurements were not able to resolve deep bedrock, which had to be introduced artificially (shear wave velocity of 2500 m/s; VISP1 – 250 m depth; VISP2 – 150 m depth) to fit the fundamental peak of the observed spectral ratios. The peak of the synthetic transfer functions close to 2.5 Hz suggests, that the industrial noise localized around 2.5 Hz might be amplified by the local structure.

Second, we followed a two step procedure described by Poggi et al. (2011) to estimate the basin geometry. In first step, a reference shear wave velocity profile was estimated by averaging the result from the array survey, as the scatter of the retrieved velocity profiles was not large. Two strong interfaces are present in the reference profile. The first interface is present around 50 m depth, and does not change systematically across the Visp area (as discussed in the section about the array measurements). On the other hand, the depth of the second velocity contrast – bedrock interface – is variable (100 m near borehole, 250 m close to VISP2; see Fig. 2). In the second step, we estimate the bedrock depth by fitting the fundamental frequencies estimated previously at 150 different sites with the single station noise measurements. The estimated bedrock depth is presented in Fig. 8. The presence of the two strong interfaces in the shear wave velocity profile makes the bedrock depth estimation difficult. Relatively fast consolidated sediments in the lower layer make the fundamental frequency extremely sensitive to the bedrock depth. In other words, a small error in the fundamental frequency results in the great error in the bedrock depth.
CONCLUSIONS

The 3D velocity model of the Visp area is still in the development. The influence of the local soil stratigraphy on amplification and non-linear dynamic behavior (including pore pressure build up and strain-softening) will be further studied with the planned borehole instrumentation (see Fig. 2). We would like to emphasize the application of the three-component f-k method in this study. In general, most of the ambient vibration array measurements are nowadays performed with the three-component seismic sensors, but the horizontal components are usually excluded from the analysis. However, Love wave dispersion curves present a unique constraint on the shear wave velocity profile. Moreover, inconsistencies of the Love and Rayleigh dispersion curves can indicate and address fundamental problems (e.g., anisotropy of the structure; mode mismatching, etc.).

Two techniques to evaluate the Rayleigh ellipticity function have been tested, a single station method and an array method. The two approaches provide comparable results. Ellipticity information obtained in this way can be used as an additional constraint to invert for the velocity structure. Joint inversion of dispersion curves, ellipticity curves and fundamental frequencies enhances the resolution of classical array techniques on deep structures, especially on the depth of the bedrock. This is particularly suitable in densely populated areas, where more sophisticated techniques (e.g., reflection seismics) are generally difficult or even impossible. Although it is efficient to acquire and analyze ambient vibration data, earthquake recordings still present a unique constraint. Even weak motion data can be useful, e.g., constraining the seismic velocity of the bedrock.
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